Advertiser’s Announcement

Exciting new developments at Barnsley Hospice
Dr Jason Boland took up the role of consultant in
palliative medicine in April, a post solely funded
through the Hospice. Jason, who trained in Cambridge
and Sheffield and is about to submit his PhD, will work
alongside fellow consultant in palliative medicine Dr
Becky Hirst, who has been at the Hospice for just over
a year.
Both Jason and Becky specialise in palliative

medicine and play a key role in the Hospice team in
delivering palliative care, not only to its inpatients, but
also to those visiting The Limes Therapy Centre, plus
patients in hospital and at home throughout the
borough.
“We see patients with complex health problems
and often those in pain who have a life-limiting illness
such as cancer, heart failure, motor neurone disease
and emphysema,” says Becky.“As well as looking at
specialist drugs for patients we provide access to nondrug services and liaise with other professionals to get
each patient the best possible care.”
It is hoped that having two consultants will allow

Becky
Hirst
and
Jason
Boland.

the Hospice to reach more patients throughout the
borough particularly in areas it is currently struggling
to reach such as the Dearne Valley.
“I am really pleased to have joined the team at
Barnsley Hospice,” says Jason.“I’m impressed by how
forward thinking the Hospice is, how great the team is
and how the chief executive Ian Carey has managed to
keep funding and services going despite the recession.
“I’m now looking forward to getting to know the
patients and Barnsley area better while working
alongside Becky.”
And Jason is not the only new addition to Barnsley
Hospice, its therapy centre, known as ‘The Limes’, has
recently undergone a full refurbishment creating a
fresh, vibrant and welcoming environment for patients
and visitors.
The work was completed following a department of
health grant enabling the Hospice to transform the
previous tired day centre into a bright and airy seating
area and conservatory dining area, both of which open
up into a new garden complete with decking and
relaxing water features.
“We want to dispel the thought that a Hospice is a
depressing place,” says patient services manager Diana
Gibson.“Barnsley Hospice has a very happy and
friendly atmosphere and many of our inpatients do
return home.
“Following the refurbishment of The Limes we have
re-launched and extended our services to include two
drop in days plus support and therapy days.We are
also looking to develop a bereavement support group
and taking on another occupational therapist to help
more patients return home.
“We offer help with symptom management, support
those coming to terms with the news they have a lifelimiting illness and offer support to a patients’, their
families and friends.
“We are constantly reviewing the needs of patients
and it is our responsibility to meet health needs of the
community but as a charity we too need support to
continue providing such vital services.”

Please join us for an opening evening to view
The Limes Support and Therapy Centre and
The Carter Suite Outpatients Facility and
learn more about the services we offer.
The reconﬁguration and refurbishment of The Limes
has created a light ﬁlled and contemporary area with
increased privacy for patients. The new sun room
enables patients to dine with full views of the garden
now redesigned to provide an outdoor space which
is secluded and tranquil. The Carter Suite with its
multifunctional rooms has improved patients well being
as they are now treated in familiar surroundings.

Wednesday, 18th May 2011, 5pm-7pm,
Barnsley Hospice,
Church Street, Gawber,
Barnsley, S75 2RL
Light refreshments provided.
For further information, please contact Anne Senior
Telephone: 01226 323619
or Email: anne.senior@barnsley-hospice.org

invitation

Barnsley Hospice has added a new
member of staff to its team enabling
the charity to reach more people
within the Hospice and beyond.

Stephen Wragg
Chairman
Stephen.wragg@nhs.net

Welcome to
Barnsley
Hospital News
I’m really pleased to be
introducing our new look
members’ magazine. It’s not
always easy to make changes to
longstanding ways of doing things
but if the reasons are right, and
the benefits are good, then the
question we have to ask is why
not?
FTi, the old members’ newsletter and
BDi, our old staff newsletter cost
money. Not huge amounts of money
but where we can make savings, we
will. So we’ve combined the two into
one and introduced advertising to bring
down the costs. As with all hospitals
around the country, we’re doing this
with all our budgets. That is, taking a
long, hard look at how we do things and
where it’s safe and patient care isn’t
compromised, making changes.

The newsletter was an obvious area
to look at, but as patients, visitors and
staff you’ll see other changes in the
coming months and years – from more
electronic systems to speed up
diagnosis, relocating some clinics, to
bringing together all of our emergency
services in one area. A few years ago,
our staff developed an idea to do just
that and we’re now taking a closer look
at those plans - getting staff re-involved
and thinking about transforming the
way we work to improve the service for
patients.
Planning for the hospital’s future in
this way is crucial - but equally as
important is what we’re doing today.
How do our services match up to the
expectations of you and your family?
How are we doing as an employer? We
want the hospital to be the very best it
can be and every day, we’re judged on

how we’re doing – from infection
prevention and control, hospital food,
being treated in single sex areas,
outcomes from surgery, staff and
patient satisfaction and many other
areas besides.
I’m proud to be the Chairman of a
hospital that year in, year out puts in an
outstanding performance. I say this in
May because we’re currently producing
our annual report for the last year – the
formal record of how we’re doing. We
await official confirmation for some of
our scores but, as ever, the people of
Barnsley can be full of pride for their
local hospital and its services.
Enjoy the magazine. I look forward to
hearing what you think about its new
look and content - but more
importantly how you think we can
improve our services and your
experience.
Stephen

Contacting the hospital
Switchboard 01226 730000
Appointments 01226 434343
Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) 01226 432430

Useful numbers
Out of hours GP service 03332 00 5274
Information on GPs and dentists 01226 327176
Stop Smoking Service 01226 737007
Weightwise Barnsley 01226 433099
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Got a story
Ring 01226 432301 or
email communications.barnsley@nhs.net
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£1million
upgrade nears
completion
The arrival of more major
ventilation equipment at Barnsley
Hospital in March took the trust
one step closer to completing an
all wards upgrade.
The equipment, which was lifted
onto the roof by crane before
being moved inside, is part of a
£1million programme to upgrade
the whole of the hospital’s ward
ventilation system. The project
started last year and is expected
to finish in May this year.

Help for the
homeless
Funds raised from a craft stall in
Barnsley Hospital’s cafe last
month will help 125 homeless
senior citizens in Bonavista, Galle,
Sri Lanka.
Staff made quilts, shopping
bags, beauty cases, and greeting
cards to sell on the day.

From the top
Barnsley Hospital chief executive
Paul O’Connor has joined the
world of blogging and you can
catch him online at:
www.barnsleyhospital.
nhs.uk/ category/blog/
He’s recently posted some
thoughts on hospital food and
Barnsley’s efforts to provide a
menu that patients want, as well
as how the hospital is doing on
A&E waiting times.
Paul says: “We want our
patients’ food to be nutritious,
cooked on site and tasty. Our
meals still follow the Loyd
Grossman Better Hospital Food
menus and it’s perhaps because
they do that patients rate their
food highly. And our A&E
performance has been one of the
best in the country for many years.
For me, the real story here is the
Herculean efforts of dedicated
staff helping very poorly patients
in exceptional circumstances.”
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MPs visit team
Shadow Health Secretary, John Healey, MP and Barnsley Central MP, Dan Jarvis visited
the award-winning team on the stroke ward in the run up to the Barnsley by-election.
Pictured here are Mr Healey and Mr Jarvis with Lead Nurse Donna Goddard. The visit
also included a meeting with hospital governors, staff and patient representatives.

Young patients have their
say at a touch of a button
Smiley faces are being used to help
young patients give their views on
Barnsley Hospital.
A touch screen system enables
youngsters to rate hospital services. For
example, a smiley face indicates a short
wait in the emergency department; a
glum face suggests too long a wait.
The hospital has already been
collecting information from adult
patients about the quality of care,
infection prevention and control and the
hospital environment. This has been
done using an electronic system called
CRT where the patients read a series of
questions and respond appropriately
using touch screen technology.
Similar information can now be
collected from younger patients. The
hospital, working with CRT, has
developed a series of friendly faces to be
used in the touch screen systems rather
than words to help younger people
understand the questions and let us

Touch screen faces.

know how the hospital is doing.
Matron for the emergency
department, Debbie Firth, said: “This is a
great new system, particularly for young
people who are used to using smiley
faces in text language on their mobile
phones. We want to improve the hospital
for all our patients and that includes
children and their families. “Understanding how they see our service is key to
that, and this will help us in the future.”
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

Julie Brearley works at
Barnsley Hospital but one
day she found her role
had changed to being
the partner of a patient.
Clare Walker reports

Good team: Julie Brearley with (l-r) Dr Julian Humphrey,
matron Debbie Firth and staff nurse Jane Whittard.

Relative values
Mother-of-two Julie Brearley
cannot speak highly enough of
the staff at Barnsley Hospital.
And that’s not just because the 43year-old works there as a full-time
administrator in the Education Centre,
co-ordinating training and study leave
for the hospital’s junior doctors.
Julie’s partner Simon, 40, was treated
at the hospital after suffering a
catastrophic brain haemorrhage.
Despite the intervention and best
efforts of staff, Simon died and six
years on Julie vividly recalls what they
did for her and her family.
Speaking on the anniversary of
Simon’s death, Julie said: “The staff
were brilliant and so supportive.
Nothing was too much trouble. They
had to get on and treat Simon but they
never forgot that me and the rest of his
family were there too.”
Julie is one of several people invited
to speak about their experiences as a
hospital ‘user’ to the trust’s board of
directors. She attended the trust’s
meeting at the end of last month to
recount her time in the hospital – not
as a patient, but as the partner of a
patient.
In March 2005, Simon collapsed at
home and was rushed to Barnsley
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

‘

It’s so important that
relatives and families
are looked after too,
and I was, every step
of the way

’

Hospital by paramedics. He was
treated in A&E before being transferred
to the hospital’s intensive care unit.
Julie, mum to 18-year-old Jordan
and Bethany, 14, said: “I went in to see
him and he had got the lines in his
arms and a tube in his mouth; it was
awful. But the staff were marvellous
and I wanted to highlight how good
they were and how much they looked
after us. And they’re still lovely now!”

That’s because many of the team
that treated Simon and supported Julie
still work at the hospital: medical
technical officer on the intensive care
unit Mike Stewart, emergency
department staff nurse Jane Whittard,
matron Debbie Firth, and lead
consultant Julian Humphrey.
“We had constant care,” said Julie.
“Mike kept me in touch with what was
happening at the different stages, and
Debbie explained everything to me
about organ donation. Mike was great
explaining to Jordan, who was only 12
at the time, about what had happened
to Simon and there were two nurses,
Kirsty and Marie, who were fantastic
with Bethany – she was just eight years
old and so upset.”
Many of Simon’s organs were used in
transplants to help others. His kidneys
transformed the life of a young girl.
“She was only 14 at the time and she’s
written to me since, via the transplant
team, and I found out she’s started at
university,” said Julie. “That’s a great
comfort to me.”
Julie added: “Obviously patients
come first and have to be treated, but
it’s so important that relatives and
families are looked after too, and I was,
every step of the way.”
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Barnsley Hospital has four senior nurse managers responsible for ensuring the
highest quality and standards in patient care across a range of disciplines.
Here’s what they do – in their own words.

Top nursing and midwifery
team champions patient care
Beverley Geary
Assistant Director of Nursing
Medicine
“There was never any question I
wasn’t going to be a nurse; it was
something I always wanted to do and
worked towards from a very young age.
I trained in Barnsley and on qualifying,
worked in medicine and cardiology. I
left soon after and worked in Leeds
and Doncaster for a number of years
before coming back to Barnsley in
2001. I spent a few years in education
in the post basic sector and while I
taught health and social care, my heart
pulled me back to nursing.
In my current role I am the senior
professional lead for nursing in the
division and accountable for the
delivery of the nursing agenda, patient
safety and quality and standards,
which is both diverse and challenging.
We have around 450 nursing staff
within the division – which includes
the medical unit and A&E – and
together our aim is to deliver high
quality patient care and improve the
overall patient experience.
I am lucky to
be part of a
Every day is
number of
excellent
different and
teams whose
brings a new
main focus is
patient care
challenge
and I work
which is one
closely with
of the reasons
the other
ADNs to
I enjoy the
deliver the
role of ADN
trust’s nursing
so much
strategy. In
collaboration

‘
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with surgery, the division has
introduced advanced nurse
practitioners into the nursing
workforce – this is an exciting new role
which is already working really well
and we plan to extend the service in
the future.
Medicine has the majority of
unplanned admissions with over 50
new patients admitted every day
through the medical admissions unit,
and the emergency department sees
more than 75,000 patients a year and is
a very busy division.
Every day is different and brings a
new challenge which is one of the
reasons I enjoy the role of ADN so
much.”

Rachel Cooper
Assistant Director of Nursing
Surgery & Critical Care
“It’s enormously rewarding and
challenging to be the professional head
of nursing for surgery and critical care.
I came to this role with experience of
both the public and private sectors and
my background is in critical care,
orthopaedics and general surgery. I
trained in Sheffield and worked in
London before moving to the private
sector and then back to Sheffield
where I was a matron in cardiothoracic
surgery.
My division treats elective (waiting
list) and non-elective (emergency)
patients and part of my job is to ensure
our staff have the right skills and we
have the right environment to look
after patients – so it’s very much about
patient-centred care.
We’re also responding to the national
NHS agenda which includes initiatives

like the productive wards and theatre
programme where we’re looking at how
we can do things differently, more
efficiently to release time for nurses to
care and spend more time with
patients.
We’re also implementing the
enhanced recovery programme in
orthopaedic and colorectal surgery.
This is about making sure patients are
well prepared for surgery so they spend
the right amount of time in hospital
recovering and have a good recovery
from their operation.
Me and my colleagues have got a
huge passion for nursing and that’s
what keeps us looking forward and
wanting to make things better for
patients. Each day I want to know that
I’ve made a difference.”

‘ ’
Each day I want to
know that I’ve made
a difference

Josie Foster

Assistant Director of Nursing
Women’s & Children’s

“My division employs around 200
nursing staff (whole time equivalents)
and covers a lot of the hospital’s
services including women’s, children’s,
the neonatal unit, genito-urinary
medicine and diagnostics so I’ve got
quite a diverse role. I trained in
Barnsley and have worked here as a
staff nurse, ward sister and matron and
am proud to become a senior member
of the nursing management team.
There’s no rigid structure to my day
and very often it’s about responding to
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

‘

immediate issues,
usually tackling a
it’s our
block in the system
hospital and
like bed availability
and you have to be
that’s why
able to adapt and
we all want
prioritise your
schedule to ensure
to get it
patients are treated
right for our
and cared for
patients
properly. And beyond
actual patient care,
there are other issues and policies to
be aware of such as the safeguarding
agenda. So my job is very much about
patient safety, quality and standards
which are the cornerstone of
everything our profession stands for.
I’m sometimes back in uniform to do
inspections that help ensure we’re
Left to right: Beverley Geary, Josie Foster and Rachel Cooper. Inset: Sue Gibson.
doing things right, following the proper
procedures and giving patients the
support women who want
1990 at the former Jessop’s
right experience. If we fall below
to have a home birth.
Hospital for Women in
expected standards then it’s right we
I’m part of a
We work actively with the
Sheffield, came to Barnsley
take remedial action but it’s equally
team
Maternity Service Liaison
in 2000 to work on the
important that we are proactive and
Committee – made up of
labour suite and I’ve been
are constantly aiming to prevent issues
passionate
former patients – who give
the head of midwifery
becoming problematic and to do
about
us valuable feedback. So for
since 2005.
things better.
example, we’ve recently
We have about 3,000
providing
I’m from Barnsley and the hospital is
introduced a pager system
births a year and we’re very
part of the town, it’s our hospital and
high quality,
in the antenatal clinic so
much about promoting
that’s why we all want to get it right for
safe patient
women can go off to the
women-centred care – we
our patients.”
restaurant or have a walk
strongly believe in that. We
care
and then be alerted when
have an excellent normal
it’s their turn in the clinic.
delivery rate of 70 per cent
Head of Midwifery
I love being a midwife and my role
(of births) and our Caesarean rate is 17
Women’s & Children’s
extends to working closely with
per cent which is below the national
“I’m responsible for the overall
primary care on teenage pregnancy,
average of 24 per cent.
midwifery management of the
smoking cessation and breastfeeding
We always strive to give women
maternity unit where we have 120
initiatives. But most importantly I’m
choice and we have a birthing pool and
midwives and 20 support staff,
part of a team passionate about
encourage active birth. We’ve recently
covering both hospital and community
providing high quality, safe patient
introduced hypno-birthing, there’s
midwifery. I qualified as a midwife in
care.”
reflexology available and we can

’

‘

Sue Gibson

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

’
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Winners at this years’ HEART awards celebrate their success.

Security man Ken triumphs in HEART
Ken Wright has come to the rescue
many times over in his role as
security supervisor at Barnsley
Hospital.
So much so that patients and
colleagues say the 41-year-old is an
‘exemplary character’ who always
ensures the safety and well-being of
those around him.
And in recognition of his dedication
and commitment, Ken has been
awarded the top honour in this year’s
Barnsley Hospital HEART Awards. He
was given the Chairman’s Award – in
addition to the Beyond the Call of Duty
accolade – and proved the star of the
show at the awards ceremony at
Barnsley Metrodome.
“I was just so shocked to win, and am
very proud,” said Ken. “I’m quite a shy
person and couldn’t believe it when I
won the Chairman’s Award. I was just
pleased to have been nominated in the
first place.”
Ken has worked at Barnsley Hospital
for six years and is one of 12 security
staff. He works 12-hour day and night
shifts, each time leading a team of three
responsible for security across the
hospital, covering wards, departments,
clinics and car parks.
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On several occasions in the past year,
Ken has faced physical injury and verbal
abuse from patients, but has calmly and
resolutely gone about his job, using his
skills and training to prevent difficult
situations getting out of hand.
Two such episodes prompted Ken’s
boss, contracts manager George
Steedman to nominate him for the
Beyond the Call of Duty Award. In his
nomination, George described Ken as
‘an extremely dedicated individual’ and
said: “He leads by example and always
puts the needs of his team mates, other
staff, patients and visitors before his
own – he is an exemplary character.”
Ken’s modesty shines through in
response: “It’s very nice of him to say
those things about me. I am just doing
my job – it’s what me and the rest of the
team are here to do.”
In June last year, Ken and his team
were called to Ward 28 where a young
patient was being verbally aggressive.
While there, the patient smashed a
ceramic cup and attempted to cut his
own wrists. “He was very poorly and
confused and we had to restrain him to
stop him hurting himself or anybody
else,” recalled Ken. “We fell on the floor
and I didn’t realise at the time, but I was

stabbed in the back with a fragment of
the cup. I thought I’d just been hit.”
Ken needed treatment to the inchdeep wound but waited until the patient
and the ward area were safe, and he
later continued with his shift.
And on Christmas Eve last year, Ken
again saw his shift through to the end
after being injured by a ‘regular’ in the
accident and emergency department.
The patient was drunk and causing
trouble, trying to pick fights with other
patients and staff. “We calmed him
down but he started again and we had
to restrain him and in the struggle, he
bit me on my left side and broke the
skin.” Ken made sure the department
was safe and the patient restrained and
discharged before getting himself seen
for his wound.
Ken said: “No two days are the same
and that’s the best thing about my
job. The worst thing is obviously
being physically and verbally abused.
But I don’t hold any grudges and it’s
good to know that my work is
appreciated by the staff and
patients.”
Married to Julie and a keen
Barnsley football supporter, Ken
added: “Winning the awards is great www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

And the
winners are...

‘

Winning the
awards is great –
I’ve had total
strangers coming
up to me and
saying ‘well done’

RT Awards
I’ve had total strangers
coming up to me and saying
‘well done’.”

’

Ken Wright
Security
Supervisor
and winner
of the
Chairman’s
Award.

The HEART Awards are in their second
year and recognise the skills,
professionalism and hard work of
Barnsley Hospital staff.
The 2011 winners in full are:
The Beyond the Call of Duty Award –
going that extra mile to help patients or
colleagues

Kenneth Wright (Security)
The Environmental Award –
driving forward sustainable work to improve the
hospital environment

John Rhodes (Estates)
The Leadership Award –
demonstrating leadership skills to develop an
effective and efficient team

Sue Gibson (Midwifery)
The Light Bulb Award –
delivering better patient outcomes through
innovation

Susan Cooper (Labour Suite)
The Outstanding Personal Achievement Award –
an exceptional contribution made by an
individual in their chosen field

Dr Mo Al-Bazzaz (Stroke Unit)
The Partnership Working Award –
working with internal or external partners to
deliver better service and care

Pathology Team and Steve Hall
The Patient Experience Award –
as seeing things through the eyes of patients,
users and families

Diane Steele (ICU)
The Patient Safety Award –
using initiative to put safety at the top of the
agenda

Ward 19 staff
The Team of the Year Award –
working together to deliver a great service
and achieve results

Nursing Staff (Ward 24 &
chemotherapy unit)
Governors’ Award –
chosen by governors for patient
satisfaction and creating a better
outcome for future patients

Carol Dudley
The Chairman’s Award –
the overall choice of Chairman
Steve Wragg from all the
nominations

Kenneth Wright (Security).
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Are you scared to replace
those old dentures?
Dentures
should be
replaced
between
5-10 years
At APPLE DENTURE CLINIC we offer revolutionary
Comfort impressions for full dentures. Mrs H. remarked,
“If I had known how easy it was, I would have come years ago”
After training at the University of Bern, we are
now certified to provide ‘Tailor made dentures’
from your registered Clinical Dental Technician

Are your dentures always loose?
Dental implants now also available – ask for more details.
23 New Street, Barnsley S70 1RZ. Telephone: 01226 734800
www.a-dentureclinic.co.uk
PLEASE CALL IN OR PHONE US FOR A FREE DENTURE ASSESSMENT AND CONSULTATION

Antenatal clinic to
‘ring’ the changes
A new paging system is being
trialled at Barnsley Hospital which
could see hospital waiting areas
become a thing of the past.
Inventive nursing staff have come up
with the idea of offering pagers to women
attending the hospital’s antenatal clinics.
It allows mums-to-be to go to the
restaurant or café, visit the hospital shops
or take a stroll in the hospital grounds
without worrying about missing their
appointment.
The system alerts women that their
appointment is next in line, giving them
plenty of time to return to the antenatal
unit. If the trial is successful, the pager
system could be rolled out across the
hospital for other types of appointments.
Antenatal clinic manager Sharon Hardy
said: “This is a great way of giving women
control over their time while they are at
the hospital. Sometimes when our clinics
run longer than scheduled – because
there are patients with complex needs or
we need to run extra tests – it means
longer waits, which we know can be
frustrating or boring for the women. This
system helps tackle this.
“It will give women and their families

Antenatal clinic manager, Sharon Hardy.

chance to relax instead of worrying about
their appointment. It is also excellent for
women who may have visual
impairments or hearing difficulties, or
may not speak English very well.”
The pager system is being introduced
using the hospital’s charitable funds –
money that has been donated to the
hospital from members of the public. If
you are interested in donating money to
the hospital, check out the hospital’s
website to see how you can do this:
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

Investment boost means more jobs
Up to £525,000 is being spent employing
more nurses at Barnsley Hospital to help
improve patient care.
The nurses will work on the hospital’s
medical wards to ensure the highest
standards in patient care and safety are
met.
And in a separate move, more midwives
are to be employed to help the hospital
deliver nationally recommended midwifeto-woman staffing ratios.
Trust chief nurse Juliette Greenwood
said: “This investment in nurse and
midwifery staffing levels is a very positive
move for the hospital and our patients.
Having the correct staffing levels and skill
mix is vital to ensuring we deliver quality
patient care and patient safety.”
Recruitment of the nurses – equivalent
to almost 15 full-time posts – has already
started and it is hoped they will join the
hospital within the next three months.
“Our investment also represents the
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

trust’s huge recognition of the value of our
nursing staff and that without them we
wouldn’t be able to deliver safe, quality
care,” said Juliette.
The trust constantly keeps inpatient
staffing levels across the hospital under
review because of changes in demands on
its services. More than 22,500 patients are
admitted to its medical wards every year
for treatment for a range of conditions
including heart disease and cancer.
The latest review showed that the
medical wards faced considerable
pressure over the winter months because
of unprecedented numbers of patients
needing treatment and that the preferred
ratio of nurses on duty – 60:40%
(qualified:unqualified) – was not always
being met.
The extra nurses, will ensure the ratio is
maintained. Lead Nurses on each medical
ward will also be able to spend more time
carrying out their specific duties.
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Board notes
governors’
success
Hospital governors have helped
to improve parking for
chemotherapy patients as well as
set up bi-monthly staff governor
open forums.
Hospital Chairman, Stephen
Wragg raised the achievements
at a recent Board meeting. A
governors’ sub-group looking at
staff and environment issues
acted on feedback from
chemotherapy patients who
hadn’t been able to park in
allocated spaces because of poor
signage. Since the new signs
have gone up, patients are
reporting the improved
difference.

Comfort care
pack pilot
underway
Families caring for loved ones at
their end of life are being
supported with a special comfort
care pack developed at Barnsley
Hospital.
The new ëComfort Care Packí
is being trialled with families
whose relatives are in the last
days of life and being treated at
the hospital.
The pack, developed with
£2,200 from hospital charity
funds, is designed to improve
communication, replicate some
of the comfort measures found
in hospice care, make a relativeís
stay more comfortable and
improve psychological care.

Thanks from
patients
228 thank you cards, 21 letters of
appreciation, 200 gifts and a
substantial amount of money in
donations. In addition, there
were nine mentions of various
wards and departments in the
Barnsley Chronicle by grateful
relatives.
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Fundraising
Fun raises
over £800
Staff have been helping to
raise hundreds of pounds for
a variety of great causes.
Here’s a quick round up of
recent activity… On Red Nose
Day, the Research and
Development department
held a ‘wear red to work day’
during which Kate Gamble
sold red buns, Christine
Smith made some chilli jam
and beetroot pickle, and the
team ran a ‘Pick a Pose’
sweepstake – all helping to
raise £50 for Comic Relief.
The Information
Department also rallied
round for Comic Relief –
holding a ‘guess how many
sweets are in the jar’
competition, selling cakes
and treats baked by staff and
allowing staff to dress down
in exchange for donations.
All in all, they raised
£135.80. And a Ward 19
fundraiser held in March
raised £660.

Keeping
everyone safe
The infection prevention and
control team held a ‘sharps’
awareness week in March.
Sharps is the term used in
the NHS to refer to needles
or any implement with a
sharp edge. The team used
the week to help staff stay
up to date with the latest
advice about their use and
disposal.

Thanks from
patients
212 thank you cards, 28
letters of appreciation, more
than 150 gifts and a
substantial amount of money
in donations were given to
the hospital in January.

Stepping up a gear to
help staff be healthy
Barnsley Hospital’s award-winning
Healthy Workplace Initiative is
stepping up a gear this year to help
keep staff and their families healthy.
A three-day ‘Well Fair’, held in April at
the hospital’s social club, featured
information stands from a range of local
organisations with the opportunity to win
prizes over the course of the event.
And the Healthy Workplace website is
now set to get a makeover over the coming
months.
To date, the scheme has enjoyed a
number of success stories including the
introduction of a weekly fruit and
vegetable stall within the shop space in the
outpatients’ department. The initiative has
also won a silver Eat Well at Work award in
recognition of the hospital’s provision of
healthy food in the workplace. A big thank
you to all members of staff who have
contributed their time to making this
possible.
Rajeev Gupta, chair of the hospital’s
Healthy Workplace Group said: “Our
success is being recognised nationwide. I
was recently asked to provide information
on the Healthy Workplace Initiative for
NHS Scotland to use as a best practice case
study, the Chief Executive of the Yorkshire
and Humber Strategic Health Authority,
Bill McCarthy, has told me how impressed
he is with the work we have done. I have

Dr Rajeev Gupta, Chair of the hospitals’
Healthy Workplace Group.

also been approached by a number of
hospitals in Yorkshire which want to learn
from the outcomes we have achieved.”
Matthew Hammonds, one of the project
managers of the Healthy Workplace Group
added: “We do significant work to
encourage staff to lead more healthy
lifestyles and we will be building on our
success this year and looking at new and
more innovative practices we can put in
place to ensure that the Healthy Workplace
Initiative continues to be sustainable for
many years to come.”

Equality accolade for Barnsley
Barnsley Hospital is one of only 23
hospitals in Britain to become an NHS
Employers Equality and Diversity Partner
for 2010-11.
Partner status means that the hospital
is seen as a leading example in the field of
equality, diversity and human rights,
whether working with staff, patients or
the community.
And as a ‘Partner’, the hospital will be at
the forefront of developing equality,
diversity and human rights good practice
within the NHS and the wider public
sector.
Equality and diversity partners are
expected to offer advice, guidance and
demonstrations of good practice in
equality and diversity management to the
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NHS. They share their good work through
communication with other NHS
employers and partners, support equality
and diversity related activities and
commit to helping to develop the
‘Partners’ programme.
Director of HR and organisational
development Hilary Brearley said: “It is
excellent for us to be recognised
nationally in this field and it’s a credit to
all our staff. We are looking forward to
working with NHS Employers this year
and to contribute to the development of
this programme for future years.”
To find out more equality, diversity and
human rights, contact Barnsley Hospital’s
equality and diversity adviser Beverley
Powell on 01226 432757.
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

Charity funding brings
improvements to ward
Ward 19 at Barnsley
Hospital is getting a
facelift following a
successful bid to the
hospital’s charitable
funds and specific
fundraising events.
Ward 19 is a medical ward,
specialising in care of the
elderly. The bid for almost
£1,000 was made to help
improve the ward
environment and to create a
welcoming and calming
space.
Some patients on the ward
experience episodes of
confusion or have dementia.
Research shows that use of
colour and contrast affects
people physically and
emotionally. It can promote
sociable times, encourage
eating and help people to
move about more
confidently, reducing
confusion and agitation.
The money will be used to
buy accessories for the ward
to colour code different
areas. Brightly-coloured
visitor chairs will be bought

Lead nurse, Vicki Faxon-Wastnage.

for patient areas that will be
in the same colour as other
accessories in the same room
to help vulnerable patients
find their way around.
New signs have already
been put up for bathroom
and toilet facilities which
have pictures rather than
words on them to help with

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

visual recognition.
Lead nurse Vicky FaxonWastnage said: “Our team is
passionate about older
people and the services we
provide for them. We find
with our patients that it’s
often the small changes and
improvements that make the
most difference.”
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Join us says
Bosom
buddies
We’re a free, self-help
group for women and
their families affected by
breast cancer. We provide
an informal, relaxed
atmosphere where women
can get together to share
their experiences and help
each other through what
can be a very emotional
phase in their lives.
Each month we have a
variety of speakers and
well-being sessions which
can involve massage,
aromatherapy and beauty
therapy. The group also
has regular days out to
places of interest.
Why not join us: we
meet on the first
Wednesday of each
month, 7pm in the
Rehabilitation and
Assessment Unit at
Barnsley Hospital
(Pogmoor Road entrance),
and in the Alhambra
shopping centre in the
middle of the month
during the day.
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A first in training
Barnsley Hospital is the first hospital to train major incident
room log-keepers to an accredited BTEC standard and now
has over 20 trained personnel to support senior managers
during critical and major incidents. Trust Chief Executive
Paul O’Connor presents certificates to the first class to pass

the qualification. From left to right: Julie Bell, Course Trainer
(Skills2Share), Nicola Austin, Catherine Lees, Samantha
Jones, Joanne Smith, Alison Spencer, Christine Hollies,
Rebecca Dove, Lisa Corbridge, Resilience Manager Mike Lees
and Paul O’Connor.

Minor injuries unit set to open
As part of a refurbishment, a new
£240,000 Minor Injuries Unit is
being created at Barnsley
Hospital’s Emergency
Department.
Due to open this summer, the unit
will provide purpose-built facilities for
the assessment and treatment of a
wide range of urgent conditions,
minor injuries and illnesses. It will be
staffed by highly experienced nurse
practitioners and junior doctors within
the Emergency Department, and
supported by consultant emergency
physicians who will oversee the work
of the unit and who will be available
for advice if required.
The Unit will have purpose built
facilities for assessment and treatment
of a wide range of urgent (nonemergency) conditions, minor injuries
and illnesses and ready access to a
comprehensive range of support
services within the hospital and
community, including x-ray,
pharmacy, outpatient clinics, social
work and Intermediate Care Teams.
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‘

This is just one
scheme we are
working on which
has been in direct
response to
comments from
visitors and
patients

’

Emergency Medicine Consultant Dr
Julian Humphrey said: “Sometimes
people with minor injuries/illness
have longer waiting times as we have
insufficient space for the number of
patients who want to be seen. Having
a larger dedicated area for minor
injuries should help us deal with all
our ambulatory patients without
prolonged waiting times. It also means
patients will receive the best possible
treatment and advice, efficiently and
effectively from the most appropriate
health care professional.”
A further £73,000 is being spent on

the other side of the hospital where
visitors will notice that entrance A3,
near the Assessment and
Rehabilitation Unit (ARU), is
undergoing a facelift.
When finished, a new extended
canopy will match the existing ARU
canopy and have glass screens to
provide extra shelter from wind and
rain. Access for vehicles to drive up to
and reverse will be available, providing
a covered way when visitors and
patients are taken in and out of
ambulances and vehicles. There will
also be extra external entrance mats to
help prevent excess water and mud
being brought into the hospital
corridors.
Head of estates, Lorraine
Christopher, said: “This is just one
scheme we are working on which has
been in direct response to comments
from visitors and patients. They have
been telling us that the weather really
hits this entranceway and it’s
unpleasant to use. The new canopy
and screens should really help combat
this.”
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

Advertiser’s Announcement

Barnsley NHS Stop Smoking Service
Why put it off any longer, give your
lifestyle a spring clean by stopping
smoking. Giving up smoking is a big
decision and it might feel that there is
never a good time. Barnsley Stop
Smoking Service can help you make it
easier to stop. The service is FREE, so give
it a try what have you got to loose.
This weeks Stop Smoking Service Top
Tips to help you quit:
• Distract yourself
• Drink plenty of water

Contact the service at Eldon Street on
01226 737077 or in the Out Patients
Department at Barnsley Hospital
01226 432423.

You can now receive quit smoking
support on your mobile phone. If you
have an iphone or ipod Touch you can
download the FREE NHS QUIT SMOKING
APP from the iTunes app store or the
NHS Smokefree Website.

• Do something you enjoy
• Do something differently

• Daily support and instant tips

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

• Shows how many days you’ve been
smoke free

• Provides links to the local NHS Stop
Did you know that you can receive stop
smoking support on your mobile phone? Smoking Services

The NHS Quit Smoking app makes it
easier to stop and provides:

• Deep breaths; slowly release each one

• Keeps track of how much money you’re
saving

For those that do not have an iphone or
ipod Touch, freetext the word
CALCULATOR to 64746 and receive a link
to a smoking calculator on the mobile
web.

Contact Barnsley NHS
Stop Smoking Service
on 01226 737077.
Website
www.stopsmokingbarnsley.co.uk
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Holding your
hospital
to account
The Board of Barnsley Hospital
NHS Foundation Trust has six
non-executive directors. Here we
look at their role, and in future
issues of this newsletter we will
cover the roles of the trust’s
executive directors, governors
and members.
The non-executive directors are
often referred to as ‘non-execs’ and
play an important role in decisionmaking and the hospital’s plans for the
future.
They are employed five days a
month (the Chairman’s role is three
days a week), during which they
attend and contribute to a range of
meetings and committees, including:
▲ Monthly Board meetings
▲ Quarterly Trustees meetings
▲ Chair monthly committees of the
Board (finance, audit, clinical, nonclinical governance)
▲ Appointment panels for executives
▲ The Chairman chairs the
appointment panel for consultants
▲ Strategy meetings
▲ And they also have an
ambassadorial role - representing
the hospital at external events and
meetings
The non-execs are appointed by the
governors and are a key link between
them and the executive directors. They
are appointed because of their skills
and expertise, often from a business
background, and contribute their
views and opinions to help set the
future direction of the trust. Many of
them fit their role as non-exec around
their jobs outside the trust.
They are specifically appointed to:
▲ be independent and objective,
ensuring that the trust does its job
and provides services for the benefit
of the local community
▲ scrutinise, test and challenge the
executive directors to make sure
they are doing their jobs properly
▲ ensure the executive directors listen
to the governors’ views about
hospital plans and developments.

OUR NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS ARE…

Stephen Wragg, chairman – now a
self-employed management
consultant and has significant senior
level experience in information and
communications technology, having
held posts at W2Networking,
Business Link South Yorkshire and
Barnsley and Doncaster TEC. He
held several other non-executive
posts before joining the trust.

Francis Patton, deputy chairman –
has 20 years’ experience in the pub
retailing sector, and now teaches
part-time at Leeds Metropolitan
University, as well as holding a
number of other non-executive
roles. Francis chairs the trust’s non
clinical governance committee.

Anne Arnold – chair of the trust’s
audit committee, Anne is a qualified
accountant who has worked with the
NHS as a senior manager and more
recently as a management
consultant.

Linda Christon – a former regional
director (North East Region) for the
Commission for Social Care
Inspection, Linda’s career was in
public sector housing and social
care. Linda attends three of the
Board’s committees to ensure
continuity across their work.

Paul Spinks – a qualified chartered
accountant currently working for a
firm of accountants which
specialises in the audits of public
sector bodies. He chairs the trust’s
finance committee.

Sarah Wildon – runs her own
public relations company and has
more than 30 years public and
private sector practice. She is a
Trustee of the Yorkshire Building
Society Charitable Foundation,
Board advisor to The Health
Informatics Service and chair of the
trust’s clinical governance
committee’.
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